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Four different models were available: a pickup truck , convertible , roadster and wagon. The new
configuration, formerly an AMC best seller, quickly caused the line to drop in popularity and
was taken out of production in ; it was replaced with the full size Cherokee. The Jeepster is an
ancestor of the modern Jeep family produced by Chrysler. There are several Jeepster
enthusiast clubs across the United States. Willys-Overland , the original producers of the
"Jeep" originally manufactured for military use , also produced a " Jeepster " from until about
This vehicle led to the later Kaiser productions. The Jeepster was revived in as a model in the
form of the Jeepster Commando "C". The F-head Hurricane straight-4 was used a direct
descendant of the original Go Devil engine and four-wheel drive was finally added. A total of 57,
Kaiser-spec "C" Jeepster Commandos were sold between and Body styles of the Jeepster
Commando included station wagon with full-length metal hardtop , convertible, pickup, and
roadster with optional half- or full-length softtop. The deluxe station wagon included sliding rear
windows and full interior trimâ€”and available two-tone exterior. The Hurst Jeepster built with
modifications by Hurst Performance is possibly the scarcest model of all production Jeeps.
Hurst equipment included special exterior insignia, an 8,rpm tachometer on the back of the
hood scoop in the driver's line of sight, as well as a Hurst T-handle shifter on
manual-transmission cars or a console-mounted Hurst Dual-Gate shifter with the optional
automatic transmission. The Jeepster Commando came in three types: Revival Jeepster,
Commando convertible, and an open body roadster with no top at all. The Revival Jeepster,
named "Jeepster", as shown in hood side emblem an VIN decode or Jeepster Convertible was
the showcase vehicle of the fleet, offering deluxe interior appointments, powered convertible
top, and a Continental tire kit available only for this model. The Commando convertible offered
the same body with just the basic finish and equipment. The Jeepster name was removed after ,
but the model remained in production for two more years as the Jeep Commando. In , it
received a "conventional" full-width grille see picture. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle. Spanish Ebro -built "Jeep Comando". Jeep tech. Retrieved Hidden categories: Articles
needing additional references from January All articles needing additional references Articles
with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on
Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Jeepster Commando. AM General. Compact SUV.
Jeepster VJ. Jeepster Commando. Willys Jeep Station Wagon. Cherokee SJ. Compact pickup.
Full-size pickup. Willys Jeep Truck. Gladiator SJ. Forward Control. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ.
Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited
JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU. Compact crossover. Compass MK Compass MP.
Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover. Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand
Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand Cherokee WK.
Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Grand Wagoneer SJ. Wagoneer SJ. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche
MJ. Midsize pickup. Gladiator JT. Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. Jeep
exhibited a concept car named Commander during the auto show circuit. The concept featured
an experimental direct methanol fuel cell that produced electricity to charge a nickelâ€”metal
hydride battery pack. Full-time four-wheel drive was by a severe duty electric motor on each
axle. This allowed for an interior featuring an extra wide center console in the front and three
bucket seats in the second row. The Commander concept had no relation to the production
SUV. It was developed to target consumers who wanted a three-row SUV, but designed to be
only two inches longer than the Jeep Grand Cherokee with its two-rows of seats as well as to be
assembled on the same production line. It featured an upright windshield and squared-off sides.
This allowed the second and third-row seats to be mounted higher than the first-row seats.
Standard features included: electronic stability control , traction control , electronic roll
mitigation, back up sensors, immobiliser , front dual-stage and side curtain airbags , TPMS ,
power heated mirrors, remote keyless entry , automatic headlights , UConnect infotainment
system and a full-size spare wheel. Some optional features included: automatic wipers , a watt
Boston Acoustics premium sound system, hands-free phone integration, dual zone auto climate
control, remote start, a power liftgate, heated first and second row seats, auto dimming mirrors,
hill start assist, hill descent control, and adjustable pedals. Smartbeam headlights were also
available as well as HID headlights. The optional Command View sunroof package included a
power front sunroof and two smaller sunroofs over the second row seats. Quadra-Trac I was
available on models equipped with the 3. Quadra-Trac II was available on models equipped with
a V8 engine ; it is a full-time system as well but adds a low range as well as a neutral position
for towing. When equipped with Quadra-Drive II, skid plates for the fuel tank, front suspension,

and transfer case were also added. Limited - Includes: 4. Overland - Includes: 5. Rocky
Mountain - : Includes 3. The Jeep Commander was discontinued after the model year. Chrysler
announced that the Dodge Durango would be its successor; which is produced alongside its
platform mate the Jeep Grand Cherokee at Jefferson North Assembly in Detroit, Michigan. We
sold some. But I don't know why people bought them. A three-row version of the Jeep Cherokee
KL with slightly altered styling was released exclusively for the Chinese market named the Jeep
Grand Commander. While similar in size to the original Commander, the Grand Commander will
offer four-cylinder power. It will not be sold in any other markets. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Jeep Commander. American car model. For the unrelated but
Jeep-based vehicle produced by Mahindra, see Mahindra Commander. See also: Studebaker
Commander. Motor vehicle. Retrieved 1 April The Story of Jeep. Krause Publications. Retrieved
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Mid-size SUV [1] [2]. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited
LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU.
Compact crossover. Compass MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Compact SUV.
Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover. Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV.
Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand Cherokee WK. Full-size SUV. Cherokee SJ.
Grand Wagoneer SJ. Wagoneer SJ. Compact pickup. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize
pickup. Gladiator JT. Full-size pickup. Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. It was
first introduced at the New York Auto Show. But the Commander is sometimes considered too
small and carlike for full-size SUV buyers. It has much more boxy styling, with an upright
windshield and squared-off sides. The roof is stepped for the second and third-row seats which
are mounted higher than the first-row seats , but is disguised, as on the GMC Envoy XL , by a
roof rack. It also features three moonroofs. The Commander was introduced to the Jeep lineup
in , and it remains largely unchanged for The Commander comes in three trim levels, the Sport,
Limited, and Overland. Depending upon trim level, three different engines are offered as well.
The Sport is available in either a 3. In addition, the 4. Two wheel drive is the standard, but four
wheel drive is available for all models. Some of the standout features include:. Today's actual
prices for the Jeep Commander can be found at CarsDirect. Sport 2WD. Limited 2WD. Overland
2WD. Sport 4WD. Limited 4WD. Overland 4WD. As seen on the FuelEconomy. The Commander
is a brand new vehicle which only made its debut in , so accurate reliability information for it is
not yet available. For all front-impact crash tests, it received 5-Star ratings, and tests for rollover
yielded a 3-Star rating. No tests were performed for side-impact. Some of the standard safety
features on the Commander include:. Available colors will vary by trim, and a complete list is
viewable at CarsDirect. Some of the possible combinations are:. The mid-level engine of the
Jeep Commander comes in a flexible fuel version, which utilizes E85 ethanol in addition to
gasoline. This engine is a 4. It is available in 45 states. Supposedly, the Jeep Wagoneer was the
Commander's initial inspiration, this may be evident as its exterior resembles the styling.
Although its design is very square-like, the Commander's basic platform is based off of the third
generation Grand Cherokee. Jeep is the third company to produce a vehicle called the
Commander, after the Studebaker Commander and the Scammell Commander. For its
introductory year, the Commander was available in base and Limited trim. For , the base was
renamed Sport, and the top-line Overland model was added. These three trim levels carried on
until , when the Overland was dropped. Only Sport and Limited models were offered for , the
Commander's final year. C Commando Hurst Edition. This page uses content from Wikipedia;
see Jeep Commander , which includes these contributors. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In
Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Complete engine specs. Magna International Inc. Retrieved
16 June Chrysler LLC. Retrieved Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed 0 Jeep Wiki. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Magna Steyr [1] DaimlerChrysler
Chrysler Full Size SUV. Jeep Grand Cherokee. Corporate website. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ.
Wrangler JK. Compact SUV. Cherokee SJ. Grand Cherokee ZJ. Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand
Cherokee WK. Wagoneer SJ. Grand Wagoneer SJ. Compact pickup. Comanche MJ. Full-size
pickup. A 5-seater version is also available as the Jeep Commander. The Grand Commander is
exclusive to the Chinese market. The Grand Commander debuts with a 2. The power is sent to
either the front wheels or all four wheels via a nine-speed automatic transmission. The plug-in
hybrid vehicle features a 13 kWh lithium-ion battery pack stored underneath the floor, and can
be fully recharged in two hours using a V 30A charging station and the 6. Four E-drive modes

including Hybrid, Electric, E-Save and Sport are available and selection could be done via a
rotary switch in the center console. The E-Save mode maintains battery, while Sport mode
produces maximum output. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. American car model. Motor
vehicle. Retrieved 30 November Categories : All-wheel-drive vehicles Jeep vehicles Crossover
sport utility vehicles Mid-size sport utility vehicles Cars introduced in Cars of China. Hidden
categories: Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Mid-size crossover SUV. Front-engine, four-wheel drive. FCA
Compact Wide. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Jeep Grand Commander. Wrangler
YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU.
Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU. Compact crossover. Compass
MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Compact SUV. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover.
Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand
Cherokee WJ. Grand Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Cherokee SJ. Grand
Wagoneer SJ. Wagoneer SJ. Compact pickup. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup.
Gladiator JT. Full-size pickup. Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. Jeep uses a
variety of four-wheel drive systems on their vehicles. These range from basic part-time systems
that require the driver to move a control lever to send power to four wheels, to permanent
four-wheel systems that monitor and sense traction needs at all four wheels automatically
under all conditions. The 4WD modes are not for use on high-traction surfaces such as dry
roads. The NP was used through at least The system offers a chain-driven, aluminum,
"shift-on-the-fly" transfer case. The "shift-on-the-fly" feature provides manual ease and assist
while engaging 4WD. Command-Trac should only be driven in 4WD on low-traction surfaces due
to the front and rear axles being locked together no differential action in the transfer case.
Driving in 4WD on dry pavement causes excessive tire and drivetrain wear. Low range for this
case was 2. Although sometimes referred to as the "NV NP HD," the transfer cases are actually
the series used in full-sized trucks from other makers D or C. Dodge uses a DHD, which has a
reinforced case but the 2. The reason behind this was its poor sales along with an improved
Selec-Trac. Selec-Trac and a simplistic Quadra-Trac had the convenience and comfort of
"Full-Time" all wheel drive that Command-Trac lacked for "luxury" SUV's that did not require the
more rugged part-time system. The terms "Command-Trac" and "Selec-Trac" were used in other
Jeep lines and refer to different transfer cases in those lines. Command-Trac II works the same
as Command-Trac but uses a console mounted switch to control the MP transfer case as
opposed to a floor mounted lever. These are very similar to the Quadra-Trac NP transfer case
described in the next section below. The differences are 1 they added a 2WD mode for fuel
savings and 2 the 2WD-to-4WD modes were controlled via a vacuum switch on the dashboard.
The Hi-N-Lo range selection was still performed using a shift lever on the console. Both transfer
cases still lock the center differential in 4WD Lo mode. Several companies have offered a dual
shift lever conversion which replaces the vacuum switch and solenoid with a more reliable
second console lever for 2WD-4WD mode selection. From to , a similar system was employed,
dubbed "Select-Drive", which allowed the vehicle to switch from all wheel drive to 2WD using
the NP model transfer case. The NP contained a viscous coupling around an open differential
for added traction in slippery conditions. The NP has also been found equipped in select model
years, which does not feature a viscous coupling. This mode can be used on dry pavement or
slippery surfaces with only a small fuel mileage penalty compared to 2WD mode. Overall, this
system functions very much like the NP transfer case above, just with all of the mode and range
controls via a single, console-mounted shift lever. The transfer case has no center differential,
so power can only be supplied to the front axle when the rear wheels begin to slip. In 4WD Low
mode, the clutch pack is locked and power flows through a 2. The Quadra-Trac name is used on
a variety of full-time 4WD systems. The first version used the Borg-Warner BW transfer case
and was produced from to From to the New Process NP transfer case carried the name. And
from to the transfer case was manufactured by New Venture Gear with some minor
improvements and it was renamed the NV Quadra-Trac was the trade name for the Borg-Warner
and gear cases. It was a chain-drive system introduced in on the full-sized Jeep line behind the
AMC version of the Turbo-Hydramatic automatic transmission. CJ7s also received the
Quadra-Trac starting in The BW included 1 a differential with a cone-type slip-limiting clutch to
distribute torque between the front and rear output shafts and 2 a vacuum-switch-operated
differential lock. It offered only 4WD Hi modes in full-time open or part-time locked modes. The
BW added a 2. In 4H full-time 4WD High a center differential with a viscous limited-slip coupling
is used between the front and rear output shafts. The 'N' mode disengages the transfer case,
transmission, and engine from the axles, thus enabling flat-towing the Jeep behind another

vehicle. Like the NP, this transfer case utilizes a center differential with a viscous coupler to
provide smooth and efficient four-wheel drive operation on all surfaces. In normal 4WD All-time
mode, the center differential is open and distributes torque to both the front and rear axles.
When a difference in speed occurs between the axles, heat buildup causes the viscous fluid
inside the coupler to thicken, which progressively locks the center differential thus transferring
power to the axle with more traction. In 4WD Low, the input torque is multiplied through a 2.
This added a mechanical differential lock to 4WD Low mode, making it much more durable for
serious off-road use. Quadra-Trac II was introduced in and it employs a two-speed chain-driven
transfer case featuring three modes of operation, "4-All Time", "N" or neutral, and "4-Lo". For
the Jeep Grand Cherokees using the NV transfer case, in "4-All Time" mode torque is applied to
only the rear wheels under normal driving conditions. A gerotor pump is connected between the
front and rear output shafts and senses any speed difference between them. When the shafts
are turning at different speeds wheel slippage , the pump supplies oil under pressure to a wet
clutch pack. For example, if the rear axle starts rotating at a significantly higher rate than the
front axle, the gerotor pump causes the clutch pack to progressively lock, transferring torque to
the front axle until both axles are driven at the same speed. The apply pressure in the clutch
pack bleeds off slowly, which progressively unlocks the clutch pack and biases torque output
towards "rear only" unless the rear wheels are still slipping. There is no center differential, so
on dry pavement the front and rear output shafts cannot be locked without causing driveline
binding. The "N" or neutral mode is intended for towing the vehicle. In "4-Lo" mode, the input
shaft drives through a 2. This same NV transfer case is the foundation for the Quadra-Drive
system described below. This transfer case actually has a center differential, allowing both the
front and rear axles to have power supplied to them without driveline binding, even on dry
pavement. This is the improvement over the Selec-Trac NV transfer case, as that system has
only fully unlocked and fully locked settings and requires manual shifting between them. When
it senses a left-to-right speed differences between wheel hubs BTCS can apply each of the
vehicle's brakes independently, similar to anti-lock brakes , enabling Quadra-Trac II's open front
and rear differentials to offer limited-slip capabilities. By excluding these modes it creates a
system that requires no driver input. The Quadra-Drive system was introduced in and is based
on the Quadra-Trac II system but adds limited slip differentials to the front and rear axles to
create a four-wheel drive system capable of not only directing torque to the axle with best
traction but to the individual wheel on an axle with best traction. Jeep added traction control in
and starting in only a rear ELSD is offered, while the front has an open differential. Freedom
Drive is Jeep 's four wheel drive system used in its compact crossover SUVs based on a front
wheel drive platform, the Compass and Patriot. Freedom Drive II uses the same hardware as the
FDI system but adds a lower axle gear ratio in conjunction with the CVT to simulate the benefits
of a low-range transfer case, giving a overall gear ratio for off-road use. This function is an
alternate program in the CVT and is not a transfer case function. FDII also adds a hill descent
control system , off-road tuned traction control , and electronic stability program. The Patriot
with FDII also features longer suspension travel all 4x4, post models have the same suspension
, skid plates, tow hooks, and a full-size spare tire. Trail Rated Jeep vehicles are determined by
meeting several requirements of off-road conditions including water fording, articulation, and
other tests. For the European Market there is a single version which combines elements of both
U. The European version is available with either a CVT gearbox or most commonly with a
6-speed manual gearbox and has two settings on the traction control and electronic stability
program systems to cater for off-road activity, U. FDII suspension travel and a full-size spare
tire. Skid plates and tow hooks are options in the EU, but the hill descent control system is not
available. Active Drive I is a full-time four-wheel drive system that requires no driver input. This
system under normal conditions sends all available torque to the front wheels while monitoring
the speed of the front and rear axles. If the system detects that the front axle is moving more
quickly than the rear axle then the system will send power through the power transfer unit to the
rear axle until the speeds are the same. When in "4-Low" mode the front and rear axles are
locked together and power is sent to all four-wheels through a 2. All Cherokees with this system
have a raised ride height of one inch. Active Drive Low includes all of the features of Active
Drive I but denotes a greater possible crawl ratio. When in "4-Low" mode the front and rear
axles are locked together and power is sent to all four-wheels through the power transfer unit
although no low range gear reduction occurs. Active Drive low relies on shorter axle gear ratios
while holding first gear in the ZF9HP transmission to achieve a crawl ratio of ; similar in effect to
Freedom Drive II. Active Drive Lock includes all the features of Active Drive II but adds "rock"
mode to the Selec-terrain system and locking rear differential for better traction when used
off-road. This four-wheel drive system combined with tow hooks, skid plates, and unique front
and rear fascias allows the Jeep Cherokee Trailhawk models to obtain the "Trail Rated" badge

from Jeep. Selec-Terrain is a system designed to calibrate the vehicle to provide the best
on-road and off-road performance; depending on which terrain mode is selected. This system
was first offered in the Jeep Grand Cherokee. It also comes standard on all Jeep Cherokees with
four-wheel drive and all Jeep Grand Cherokees with a two-speed transfer case. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. This article is about Jeep Four-Wheel drive systems by tradename. This
article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Archived
from the original on Retrieved Jeep 4x4 Performance Handbook. Retrieved on 9 October
Popular Science. Retrieved 10 October Retrieved 27 March Categories : Jeep Four-wheel drive
layout. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links Articles needing additional
references from October All articles needing additional references. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. As AMC began development of the next Jeep in ,
management created a business process that is now known as product lifecycle management
PLM. Meanwhile, new communication systems allowed potential conflicts to be resolved faster,
thus reducing costly engineering changes, because all drawings and documents were in a
central database. The Grand Cherokee thus became the first Chrysler-badged Jeep product.
Development work for the new Jeep model continued and Chrysler's employees after the
buyout of AMC were eager for a lates release date; however, CEO Lee Iacocca was pushing for
redesigned Chrysler minivans , thus delaying the Grand Cherokee's release until late [9] as an
Explorer competitor. Unlike the Explorer, the Grand Cherokee utilized monocoque unibody
construction, whereas the Explorer was a derivative of the Ranger pickup with a separate
body-on-frame. The original Grand Cherokee was launched in as a model year vehicle in the
luxury SUV segment. The base model included features such as full instrumentation, cloth
interior, and a standard five-speed manual transmission , while gaining the moniker "SE" name
for the model year. Power windows and locks were not standard equipment on the base trim.
The minimal price tag differential resulted in low consumer demand, and as a result, the low-line
model was eventually discontinued. Additional standard features included a driver-side airbag
and four-wheel anti-lock braking system ABS. The Laredo was the mid-scale model with
standard features that included power windows , power door locks , cruise control, and a
leather-wrapped steering wheel. Exterior features included medium-grey plastic paneling on the
lower body and five-spoke alloy wheels. The Limited was the premium model, featuring
body-color lower body paneling, and gold exterior accents. By the options list grew to include
heated seats. Standard was the 4. Package groups with the various trim levels included: fog
lamps, skid plates, as well as convenience, lighting, luxury, power, security, and trailer towing
packages. When it was first introduced in April as an early model year vehicle, the Grand
Cherokee only had one powertrain choice: the 4. This became the "volume" engine for the
Grand Cherokee. Low demand for the manual transmission resulted in its discontinuation after ,
but European-market ZJs retained it when coupled to the diesel engine which was unavailable
in North America. The drive train choices included rear-wheel drive or four-wheel-drive. In , the
engine dropped 5 horsepower to due to new EPA regulations imposed on the model year. In ,
for the model year, a variant of the top-level Grand Cherokee Limited, the "5. Jeep ads claimed it
to be the "world's fastest sport utility vehicle", verified by third-party testing. The primary
improvements in the 5. The 5. Other features include a standard watt, speaker Infinity Gold
sound system with rear roof-mounted soundbar, standard sunroof, and an interior swaddled
with unique "calf's nap" soft leather and faux wood trim. The production of this model was 14,
units. Export models produced at the plant in Graz, Austria, were given the vehicle designation
of "ZG". The European model was coded WG. The spare tire was relocated from the side of the
cargo compartment to under the floor. Like the MY ZJ, the rear tailgate glass opened separately.
The two heavy pushrod V8 engines were replaced by Chrysler's then-new PowerTech. The new
V8 engine produced less torque than the old pushrods, but was lighter, offered better fuel
economy, and provided similar on-road performance figures the gallon fuel tank was replaced
with one of a The straight-six engine was also updated. A redesign of the intake manifold added
10 horsepower 7. A notable feature available in this generation was the automatic four-wheel
drive option called Quadra-Drive , which employed the New Venture Gear NV transfer case. This
two-speed chain-driven transfer case uses a gerotor, a clutch pack coupled to a hydraulic
pump, to transfer torque between the front and rear axles. The transfer case contains three
modes, 4-All Time, Neutral, and 4-Lo. If the rear axle starts spinning at a higher rate than the
front axle, hydraulic pressure builds up in the gerotor and causes the clutch pack to
progressively transfer torque to the front axle until both axles return to the same speed. A
neutral mode is intended for towing the vehicle. In 4-Lo, the front and rear axles are locked
together through a 2. Vari-Lok differentials also use a gerotor to transfer torque between the

wheels on either side of the axle. The major advantage of Quadra-Drive was that the combined
transfer case and progressive locking differentials in each axle could automatically control
traction between all four wheels. However, only the center differential could be permanently
locked, and only in 4Lo. It included three planetary gear sets rather than the two normally used
in a four-speed automatic. This gave it six theoretical speeds, and it would have been the first
six-speed transmission ever produced in volume, but it was programmed to only use five of
these ratios. Four were used for upshifts, with a different second gear for downshifts. Although
five of the six ratios were used, Chrysler decided to call it a "4-speed automatic". For MY , the
programming was changed to make use of all six ratios. Rather than have six forward gears, the
transmission was programmed to act as a five-speed with the alternate second gear for
downshifts. The 42RE 4-speed automatic remained the transmission for the inline 6 engine. It
had slight changes from the previous model Grand Cherokee. The interior was also completely
redesigned. The redesign allowed for larger rear doors, and more space for rear passengers.
Controls for various items like headlights, heated seats, and rear wiper were moved to more
convenient locations. The electronic Vehicle Information center was moved from below the
radio to above the windshield and was standard on â€” models. Limited models included
automatic dual-zone climate control. A CD changer was also available with the Infinity Audio
package. UniFrame is an unusual construction scheme, it incorporates all of the strength and
durability of a body-on-frame construction into a unitized construction. By adding stiffness and
rigidity to the structure, they enhanced the ride and strengthened the network of steel beams,
rails and pillars or "safety cage" that surround and protect occupants. More than 70 percent of
the underbody is high-strength steel. The Grand Cherokee received a minor facelift for including
round fog lamps, a lower front fascia , and a new body color-matched inset grille design. Export
models produced at the plant in Graz, Austria, were given the vehicle designation of "WG". The
3. A Mercedes Benz sourced 3. Jeep replaced the XJ-era live-axle with leading-arms front
suspension found in the ZJ and WJ with an independent double-wishbone setup like that which
debuted in the Liberty. The lower portion of the front bumper was still removable as it was from
launch to increase the approach angle for off-road use. The 4. The Jeep Grand Cherokee is
available with an improved 5. The engine uses variable valve timing to increase fuel economy.
The fourth-generation WK2 Grand Cherokee went on sale in summer as a model. This
culminated in the Chrysler Chapter 11 reorganization that same year. The fourth-generation
Grand Cherokee retains its classic Jeep styling combined with a modern and sleek body style.
The interior features leather trim and real wood accents, plus Bluetooth and uConnect
electronics options. With the additional awards for the Grand Cherokee, the Jeep Grand
Cherokee has won 30 awards for off-road capability, luxury, value, best-in-class, and safety,
making it the most awarded SUV ever. Like previous generations, the WK2 Grand Cherokee
chassis is a steel unibody. Unlike previous generations, it features four-wheel independent
suspension for better on-road handling. Optional Quadra-Lift height adjustable air suspension
can raise the vehicle's ground clearance up to Engine choices include the all new 3. The V8
comes with the multi-speed automatic transmission that includes Electronic Range Selection
ERS to manually limit the high gear operating range. Alongside the Wrangler, the Grand
Cherokee was the first model to be sold directly by Jeep in the country. The two-row version will
be revealed later. The two-row Grand Cherokee will continue to be assembled at the nearby
Jefferson North Assembly Plant , where it has been assembled since its introduction in for the
model year. The Grand Cherokee L wheelbase is 6. While all models will be powered by a 3.
Three different four wheel drive systems will be available: Quadra-Trac I standard on Laredo
and Limited models , Quadra-Trac II featuring low range standard on Overland and Summit
models , and Quadra-Drive II with low range and "Quadra Lift" air suspension system optional
only on the Overland trim , as well as rear wheel drive. When properly equipped, the Grand
Cherokee will be able to tow up to 7, lbs. The Grand Cherokee will also be able to ford up to two
feet 24 inches of water when equipped with the Quadra Lift air suspension system. All engines
will be mated to a ZF -sourced eight-speed automatic transmission that is controlled via a rotary
shift knob. For the first time, the Grand Cherokee will offer a watt, nineteen-speaker McIntosh
premium amplified surround sound audio system, replacing the previous watt, eighteen-speaker
Harman Kardon system on the Grand Cherokee WK2. Other new features available for the first
time on a Grand Cherokee include massaging front seats, a rear seat view camera, a
surround-view degree camera system, a rear view camera digital mirror, wireless Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto smartphone integration, Qi -compatible wireless device charging, heated and
ventilated second-row seats, second-row captain's chairs, twenty-one inch tires and wheels,
Level 2 semi-autonomous driving technology, and power-folding second and third-row seats.
The Grand Cherokee will be the third Fiat Chrysler Automobiles product to offer the new
UConnect 5 infotainment suite, which will offer either an 8. In moderate- to high- energy rear

collisions, the fuel tank located behind the rear axle could be compromised structurally,
resulting in fuel leakage and fire. Also affected are â€” Jeep Liberty models and â€” Jeep
Cherokee models, which totals about 5. In June , Chrysler Corporation responded to the recall,
agreeing to recall 2. The recall will include 2. Two weeks prior to this recall, Chrysler
Corporation claimed that the affected Jeep vehicles were safe, citing the vehicles' rates of fatal
rear-impact crashes involving fire as well as their compliance with then-current requirements of
FMVSS standard No. To remedy the problem, Jeep dealerships will install a trailer hitch onto the
rear bumpers of the vehicles that will protect the fuel tank if the vehicle is involved in a rear
impact. If an affected vehicle is not currently equipped with a trailer hitch , one will be installed
onto it, and older Jeep and non-factory aftermarket trailer hitches will be replaced with one from
Chrysler Corporation. Despite the recall, the market for these Jeep vehicles has not suffered.
This followed cases of cars rolling away due to the transfer case moving into neutral of its own
accord, and the owner not having applied the parking brake. The cause of the roll-aways was
faulty soldering in the transfer case actuator. It has been deduced that the revised software
detects this by noting any deviation in resistance, and thereupon locks the transfer case in the
high ratio for safety; but that it is over-reacting to minor resistance variations from other
causes. Originally Chrysler dealers claimed that the loss of neutral and low ratio following the
recall was a coincidence; then it claimed that the revised software was revealing pre-existing
faults in the system, despite it occurring even with new parts. Chrysler has also claimed that
only a small fraction of cars have issues following the recall; [66] but most users never have
occasion to use the low ratio and may never discover the fault. Four years after this recall its
issues remain unresolved. In April , the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA
ordered a recall of and Jeep Grand Cherokees and other cars that use an electronic gear shifter
because it sometimes does not go into or does not remain in the park position, despite the
operator's best intentions. Consumers reported that they put the car in park and left the engine
running, and then were surprised when the car rolled away under power. The Company is aware
of 41 injuries that are potentially related. The vehicles involved in these events were inspected
and no evidence of equipment failure was found. The vehicles also deliver warning chimes and
alert messages if their driver-side doors are opened while their engines are still running and
"PARK" is not engaged. However, the investigation suggested these measures may be
insufficient to deter some drivers from exiting their vehicles without selecting "PARK," so FCA
US will enhance the warnings and transmission-shift strategy on these vehicles. The
enhancements will combine warnings with a transmission-shift strategy to automatically
prevent a vehicle from moving, under certain circumstances, even if the driver fails to select
"PARK. Jeep has now replaced the shifter with a conventional lever which stays in position for
late models. In October , â€”14 model year Grand Cherokees were recalled due to improperly
installed brake shields in some vehicles. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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mons. Front-engine , rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. Available outside North America
from launch. FCA Giorgio Platform. Petrol : 3. Jeep Commander L. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Jeep Grand Cherokee. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL.
Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact
crossover. Renegade BU. Compact crossover. Compass MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee
KL. Compact SUV. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover. Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand Cherokee L
WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand Cherokee WK.
Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Cherokee SJ. Grand Wagoneer SJ. Wagoneer SJ. Compact
pickup. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup. Gladiator JT. Full-size pickup. Vehicle
availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. Dodge SRT Dodge Caliber SRT Chrysler Crossfire
SRT Chrysler C SRT Dodge Magnum SRT Dodge Charger SRT Dodge Challenger SRT Dodge
Ram SRT Dodge Viper 8. The only SRT -branded vehicle.

